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The Challenge of Heavy-tailed Flow Sizes

Models with heavy-tailed flows may be
impossible to simulate by conventional
methods:

the problem is that exploring the state
space takes a very long time

there are too many states too
explore along the pathway

hence, distortion of model statistics
doesn’t speed up the simulation much

hence, conventional importance
sampling doesn’t help.
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Poisson-Pareto Burst Model for Flows

In this model, flows arrive according to
a Poisson process with rate λ;

each flow has a Pareto distributed
size;

P{F > x} ={(
x
δ

)−γ
, x ≥ δ

0, otherwise, where
γ ≈ 1.2,

and the rate of service of a flow may
be constant, or state-dependent – e.g.
if the service discipline is processor
sharing, or Fair Queueing, flows share
the available time of the link equally.
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Research history

2003 – European Journal on Telecommunications (special
issue in Restart Method) [not snapshot simulation ]

included simulations of Poisson-Pareto models written in
mathematica.
explored multiple starting points

Atnac 2007 – Snapshot simulation of Poisson-Pareto Models

ICDT 2007 – Snapshot simulation of Poisson-Pareto Models

QoSim 2008 – Snapshot simulation of Poisson-Pareto Models

QoSim 2009 – Snapshot simulation of Poisson-Pareto Models

Communication Networks 2003 and 2009 – Modelling and
simulation of Poisson Pareto models

simulations in Comnet(2003) started in a systematically
selected distribution of states.
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Simulation from multiple starting points

Simulation from multiple starting
points helps

but the simulation is not being used to
generate the starting points

this either limits models, or invalidates
the results.
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In a conventional simulation the Warm-up period is the
same for all flow sizes

Because flow-size distribution is
heavy-tailed, load takes a long time to
build;

Even with a long warm-up, when
statistics are being collected, the
system is not stationary;

this means collected statistics are not
valid.
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In a snapshot simulation, the Warm-up period is different
for different flow-sizes

Since different flow-sizes have lives of
dramatically different lengths we need
to simulate more past for large flows;

the optimal start-up/warm-up
boundary, is a function of time and
flow size;

we omit flows which arrive before
start-up boundary or which are smaller
than the start-up boundary.

load for omitted flows must be
included somehow
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A snapshot of a snapshot

by ommitting short flows
which arrive before the
boundary, the number of
flows becomes finite, and
even small
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Visualisation of Flows

By using a non-linear
t-axis scale, a complete
snapshot can be depicted
in one graphic

Please note: depiction of
length is not uniform
across the time axis
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Poisson Pareto Process with SJF or FQ discipline

Simulated in ATNAC 2007;

and ICDT 2007;

consistent with analytic results
for FQ and SJF models;

one observation;

the Poisson-Pareto burst model
(comnet);

simulations of Optical networks:

flow-start algorithms;
compare with analysis;
management algorithms.
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The arrivals form a non-homogeneous Poisson process

The arrival instants form a
non-homogeneous Poisson
process;

This process has an intensity
which varies with flow-size;

In the simulation, we repeatedly
generate a complete set of flows
(which is finite with probability
one);

It is therefore important to
ensure, from a knowledge of our
model, that the number of
arrivals is finite, with probability
one.
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The projection of arrival times forms a non-homogeneous
Poisson process on the y-axis

Arrival instants
non-homogeneous Poisson in a
region;

Projection onto the size axis is
also Poisson;

integrate intensity vertically to
obtain its intensity measure;

use scaled exponential random
numbers to select the sizes;

generate arrival times (uniform
on the horizaontal range)
afterwards;

the mathematics is tricky, but
manageable.
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Don’t compensate, or compensate with constant
background load

load is correct at final point of simulation;

model is inaccurate at earlier moments, so we collect stats
only at final moment;

ICDT 2007, ATNAC 2007

QoSim 2008, 2009

because only one observation is made per simulation,
efficiency is lower.
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Compensation by adding flows on the startup boundary

Adding longer flows to
compensate for shorter ones is
better than adding a constant
load;

the intensity measure does
not have a density and is not
discrete (nice!);

expected arriving load correct at
every moment.
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Collecting Statistics

Accuracy limited by one observation per snapshot;

could use IS to emphasise the tail (as discussed yesterday);

Or, by collecting more than one sample per snapshot, but:

Large flows occur more often than they should, so:

collect stats per flowsize;
then re-aggregate stats, by flow-size;
using the theoretical flow-size distribution in place of simulated
one;
this is like conventional importance sampling.
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Conclusions

The problem of simulations in which paths are too long to be
explored has been investigated;

and a solution – varying the startup by by flow-size –
proposed;

the mathematics of how to do this has been developed;
and applied to three different models with heavy-tailed
flow-sizes

variable service-rate for flows, with FQ discipline, queueing of
flows;
variable service-rate for flows, with SJF discipline. queueing of
flows;
fixed service rate for each flow, with queueing of bytes/packets;

results confirm analytic results up to now;

continuous collecting of statistics is under development.
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